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As part of the AP-IS implementation, ESCAP was invited to the ASEAN
Telecommunications Senior Officials Meeting (TELSOM) in November 2016 to
discuss the AP-IS pre-feasibility study findings on the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN) sub-region and the way forward.

The discussions led to a proposal to separate study for the northern part
of the ASEAN sub-region that had relatively limited broadband
connectivity and high cost structure. One of the root causes for the
limited connectivity and unaffordability were identified as tromboning
and limited Internet traffic management in the subregion.

ESCAP and the National Information Society Agency (NIA) of the Republic of
Korea had conducted studies to improve Internet traffic management
through the possible establishment of carrier neutral IXPs and estimate
costs with the focus on the CLMV countries.

Back Ground 



 Measured the Internet speed and
traffic in the region. OOkla servers
in the Capital Cities were selected
as the target points and
NetInfoTrace was used as test tool
with the Whois and Max Mind to
take information of packet pathes

 Test Items : Speed, delay, packet 
pathes (NetInfo Trace), IP 
information (WHOis.net), IP 
location information (MAX MIND), 
and route tracking (ICMP protocol).
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Traffic Measurement to the Neighboring countries
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Speed and path measurements
were conducted in a one-way
manner to neighboring ASEAN
countries : Indonesia, Philippines,
Thailand, Malaysia, Hong Kong
China and Singapore.

Here the Capital Cities in each
country were selected as target
points.
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Cambodia Lao PDR Myanmar Vietnam Thailand
Cambodia 1 32 7 2 5
Lao PDR 11 1 33 4 3
Myanmar 6 3 1 2 6
Vietnam 28 2 23 1 3

Packet Travel Distance : Actual distance/Geo Distance 
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Key Findings 

 Most of the inter-national traffic have been exchanged at the IXPs in
the PoPs of tier 1 Global Internet Service Providers which leads serious
Tromboning even between vicinity countries.

 Intra-regional exchange of Internet traffic by establishing carrier neutral
IXPs, mutually beneficial routing policy and policy cooperation for the
Internet traffic management and assessment mechanism in this region
will be key factor for the cost saving and the quality improvement

* for example, Vietnam has policy to distribute Neutral IXP in three regions and induce direct full
exchange between domestic ISPs. However it seems that CLM countries do not have Carrier Neutral
IXP yet (Lao PDR, Myanmar) or limited interconnection (Cambodia)

 To reduce high transit cost, content localization by establishing Data
Center collocated with IXPs and CDN System will be recommended



MyIX Case

 The Malaysia Internet Exchange (MYIX) is a non-profit and first neutral Internet
Exchange where local Internet Service Providers (“ISP”s) and content providers
connect to exchange Internet traffic. According to the MCMC’s Decision to
establish a new neutral exchange to meet the demands of the Internet industry,
a neutral Malaysia Internet exchange, MyIX was set up through a cooperation
of ISPs to provide direct connectivity among local ISPs.

 Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was signed by various ISPs for the
formation of MyIX (2006). Benefit from the MyIX is; Preventing tromboning,
better quality of broadband service, common Platform for the national
connectivity, cost saving and excellent value proposition - for foreign content
providers to peer with MyIX and as such improved business opportunities for
members (content localization )

 MYIX supports an open policy of interconnection with all members. MLPA
(Multi Lateral Peering Arrangements) is to improve the efficiency of routing and
improve the general connectivity of the Internet

 Entire Node is scattered nationwide with one name, MyIX but It is not
confirmed whether or not one AS Number is used. According to a 2017-8
survey, Jaring Node and Kuantan Node are disappeared and the remaining 6
nodes are still running. To the CLMV countries, MyIX case is a good reference
to build carrier neutral IXPs



 IXP should be designed so as to find the best way to deliver packets to the
destination

 Organization for IXP operation should be carrier and ISP neutral and Agreed
common principle for the traffic management is also required.

- Establishing at least one IXP that provides the environment where ISPs in the
neighboring countries can access to the IXP and peer/transit with other ISPs
- Exchanging of routing information with all the member ISPs
- Providing non-restrictive hosting services to the global transit providers to receive
routing information of other regions including Americas and Europe
- Establishing neutral organization capable of operating and managing IXP to
provide technical and consulting services

IXP Principle



IXP System Cost - Typical
IXP is often installed with Internet Data Center, installed in a carrier's existing
telecommunications office or a third party independent space that is the place where fiber
easily come in from outside. Assuming that the infrastructure is present, required device and
IXP operation systems are as follows. Capacity in detail and specification of the device can be
changeable according to estimated traffic amount.

Device Requirement Number of unit Cost (US$ ) comments

Backbone S/W
1G * 40 Port * 1EA

10G * 32 Port * 2EA
10G * 2 Port * 2EA

2 400,000

L3 S/W
1/10G SFP * 48Port
40G QSFP * 6Port

1 10,000
NW operation center 

included

L2 S/W
100/1000 UTP * 48Port

10G * 4Port
5 10,000

NW operation center 
included

Server
CPU : E5-2620
RAM : 16G*2
HDD : 600G*4

13 80,000

UTM 1 30,000

Firewall 1 10,000

Flow Analyzer
Price of flow analysis system is 

variable as because of user requirement 
1 100,000

Sum 640,000
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